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Abstract
This research aims to identify the cultural role of teachers in the field of professional development in order to preserve the heritage from the viewpoint of education experts and the sources of activating the cultural role of teachers in the field of sustainable professional development in order to preserve the heritage, using the descriptive approach, on a basic sample of (400) (Teacher), (20) directors and agents, and (10) education experts, were chosen randomly, and the most important results confirmed that one of the most important sources of activating the cultural role of teachers is the provision of sustainable professional development programs for working teachers and student teachers in the College of Education that contain the cultural dimension related to heritage.
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Introduction
The role of the teacher in the twenty-first century is considered one of the roles that have overlapped and integrated among themselves, so it is no longer a session limited to indoctrination and education in the traditional way, but rather exceeded that to include the role of the educator, the qualifier, the wave and the mentor, and given the position that the teacher enjoys and the great role in the educational process and the development that accompanies the profession Education, the need requires teacher development and cultural development in addition to academic and educational development, and in light of cultural changes, the cultural formation of the teacher is one of the important things that help him in the performance of his profession and provide society with members who are educated who can live with the rapid cultural change in our contemporary world.

Education for sustainable development requires the addition of new roles for the teacher, such as the cultural role to achieve adaptation to the requirements of society and its advancement, and for this to be achieved, the cultural role of the teacher must increase its effectiveness in performing his true mission in education. UNESCO emphasized that education is a major factor and an important tool for achieving development. | Sustainable in all its forms and dimensions. Therefore, the teacher must acquire many cultural knowledge, skills and competencies that enhance the cultural course in addressing these challenges that would lose the community’s
value, principles and cultural identity, and for the teacher to be able to implement this role and achieve it, sustainable development programs must be available in all its axes. In addition, heritage is the distinct embodiment of a society’s culture in a period of time, and it is that valuable stock that is distinguished by persistence and continuity, and which combines its aspects aesthetic and spiritual values, in addition to being an existing material fact that imposed its acceptance and respect among societies. Heritage from the cultural point of view represents the reference and the material evidence Based on the specificity of the society’s culture, the unity of its human and intellectual features, and its historical dimensions, and from the environmental point of view, the heritage represents a sincere woman who reflects the dimensions of the place, its features and its environmental features.

**Research problem**

Through the work of the researcher, the head of the final review teams at the National Authority for Quality Assurance, in the Arab Republic of Egypt, and through the review of (20) pre-university education institutions in various stages, it was found that the second field (leadership and governance), which includes the practice that carries the code (2-3) 2-3 which states (The leadership activates a system for sustainable professional development), and the fifth field (Quality Assurance) which includes the practice that carries a code (5-1-1-2) and which states (The training unit activates sustainable professional development programs) By examining the documents of these two practices, it was found that only sustainable professional development programs are available for the specialized academic axis and the educational axis only, while in the ninth field (educational climate) an indicator bearing a code (۲-۲) containing practitioner and which is available in the institution climate Supportive of culture and that this indicator did not obtain any positive estimates and no documents were available, and the teacher’s professional academy is responsible for sustainable professional development programs for teachers, which aim to prepare the teacher in two main axes, namely the specialized academic axis, which is teacher development in his first major. Academic, and the focus of the behavioral educational field, which is working to provide the teacher with the necessary behavioral skills (planning, teaching methods, evaluation methods, learning theories, teaching strategies) the general framework for a sustainable professional development policy for teachers at the Ministry of Education in the Arab Republic of Egypt.

The researcher conducted an exploratory study (1) by interviewing (5) experts of sustainable professional development in the field of education at the Ministry of Education in the Arab Republic of Egypt, aimed at monitoring the reality of the axes of sustainable professional development among teachers, and identifying the most important axes that should be added to
professional development programs. The results of this study resulted in the Ministry of Education in the Arab Republic of Egypt working through two axes, namely the academic axis and the educational axis, and their agreement at a rate of (100%). The axis of culture in general must be added, and the axis of culture related to heritage in particular to enhance identity and inherit the principle of citizenship.

And through the exploratory study, which aimed to identify the most important axes of professional development that should be added from the teachers' point of view, their number was (500) teachers at a percentage (5%) of the total teachers in the Directorate of Education in Port Said Governorate from the primary, middle and secondary levels, and its results resulted in (20%) supported adding the cultural dimension.

The researcher conducted a survey study aimed at identifying the level of the cultural role that teachers play in light of sustainable professional development for the sake of preserving heritage (directors and agents) and their number (45) percentage (5%) of the total directors and agents in the Directorate of Education in the Governorate Port Said from the elementary, middle and high school levels, and its results resulted in a weak level of the cultural role of teachers.


In addition to the accumulated experiences of the researcher in the field of education, training, quality and communication with some educational experts in the field of sustainable professional development, and academics in the field of culture and heritage, who emphasized the necessity of adding the cultural dimension in sustainable professional development programs for teachers, and the dissemination of cultural values and the identity of society is done through education. Through a teacher who requires a high level of knowledge of a society’s culture and cultural challenges, where comprehensive and sustainable development of society cannot be achieved without an education that accommodates contemporary and urgent changes, so the problem crystallized in the neglect of the cultural axis in the sustainable professional development programs for the teacher and therefore the researcher has the strong desire to conduct this study where scientific results can be reached that may contribute to
achieving the activation of the cultural role of teachers in light of sustainable professional development for the sake of preserving the heritage, as they are one of the sources of cultural transmission to students for which it creates a generation that values the value of heritage.

**Study population:**

The study population is represented by experts in the field of sustainable professional development from the employees of the Teacher Professional Academy in the Arab Republic of Egypt, as well as teachers and agents in the different pre-university education stages.

**The study sample:**

A- Basic sample: The basic sample of the study included (10) experts in the field of sustainable professional development from the employees of the teacher professional academy with a percentage (10%) of the study population, who were randomly selected.

B- The basic study sample included (400) teachers at a percentage (10%) of the total teachers in the Directorate of Education in Port Said Governorate from the primary, middle and high school levels from the study population, who were chosen randomly.

C- The basic study sample included (20) directors and agents at a percentage (10%) of the total directors and agents in the Directorate of Education in Port Said Governorate from the elementary, middle and high school levels, who were chosen randomly. B- The exploratory sample: .. The exploratory study sample included (5) experts in the field of sustainable professional development from among the employees of the teacher professional academy at a percentage (5%) of the study population.

D- The pilot study sample included (500) teachers at a percentage (5%) of the total number of teachers in the Directorate of Education in Port Said Governorate from the primary, middle and secondary levels of the study population.

E- The sample of the pilot study included (45) directors and agents at a percentage (5%) of the total directors and agents in the Directorate of Education in Port Said Governorate from the primary, middle and high school levels.

**Data collection tools:**

The researcher used a data collection tool represented in the standardized interview with the main sample (teachers, administrators and agents, education experts) under study by designing a questionnaire containing open-ended questions aimed at identifying the current axes of professional development for teachers, the reality of the cultural role of teachers, the cultural role For teachers in the field of professional development for the sake of heritage preservation. I also aimed to identify the sources of activating the cultural role of teachers in the field of sustainable professional development for the sake of heritage preservation.
- **Data analysis:**
The researcher analyzed the content of the data that he reached through basic and surveys studies.

**Presentation and discussion of results:**

**Presentation and discussion of the results of the first question:**

After reviewing the axes of the strategic plan for the professional development of teachers for the year (2013), where it was found that the sustainable professional development plan includes the specialized academic dimension and the educational dimension, and by examining the documents of the national standards practices in the indicator of sustainable development for teachers in pre-university education institutions. Professional development is academic and educational, and thus the first question has been answered, which came a text on what are the current sustainable professional development axes among teachers.

**Presentation and discussion of results:**

**Presentation and discussion of the results of the second question:**

The results of the basic study came in agreement with the survey study on teachers at a rate of (20%). The general cultural dimension related to heritage must be added to professional development programs for teachers, and the results of the basic study came in agreement with the results of the exploratory study of directors and agents at different stages in pre-university education institutions with an agreement (100%) the weakness of the cultural role of teachers and thus the second question has been answered, which came a text on what is the reality of the cultural dimension in the field of professional development for teachers.

**Presentation and discussion of the results of the third question:**

The result of the basic study came to education experts. The teacher must work on self-development by reading, knowing and attending cultural forums, and enriching the cultural dimension within the school that includes the material civilization represented in the facilities, buildings and sites, and the dimension that includes the living civilization represented in music, crafts, arts and poetry through holding seminars And activating the holding of exhibitions, poetry and painting competitions, and organizing field visits to archaeological sites for students. Thus, the third question has been answered, which came a text on what is the cultural role of teachers in the field of professional development in order to preserve the heritage from the viewpoint of education experts.

**Presentation and discussion of the results of the fourth question:**

The results of the basic study came to education experts regarding the sources of activating the cultural role of teachers:
**First**: Consolidating the concept of the general cultural role and the cultural role related to the civilizational and natural heritage in the sustainable professional development programs for teachers: - Including the strategic plan for the school training units with training that includes the general cultural dimension related to the cultural and natural heritage - The use of academics in the field of culture and heritage with teacher training

**Second**: Providing sustainable professional development programs for student teachers in the College of Education that includes the cultural dimension related to heritage:
- Considering the general cultural dimension related to heritage as one of the most important goals that the Faculties of Education seek to achieve.
- Formulating an educational vision for an educational environment that supports general cultural awareness related to valuable heritage and sustainable development issues.
Creating cultural curricula that serve the concept of heritage and methods of preserving it.
Providing training programs for students aimed at activating volunteer activities in the field of heritage preservation.
The strategic plan includes the cultural dimension related to heritage and providing the necessary training for that.

**Third**: Activating the role of education departments by providing sustainable development programs that contain the cultural dimension related to the cultural and natural heritage:
- Holding workshops between training units in educational administrations and academics in the field of culture and heritage to create training programs that enhance the cultural dimension of teachers.
- Issuing decisions regarding the necessity of activating leadership classes and activity sessions on the concept of general culture related to heritage among students.

**Fourth**: Activating the role of civil society institutions in community participation programs in supporting cultural programs in the field of sustainable development:
- Pre-university education institutions should seek to extend the invitation to civil society institutions working in the field of culture and heritage. To hold seminars and courses for teachers to enhance the cultural dimension.
- Directing invitations to the professors of the Faculties of Archeology, Arts and Tourism to hold seminars for students to enhance the cultural dimension and the principle of citizenship.

**Fifthly**: Activating the role of school activities towards sustainable development issues:
- The extra-curricular activities plan includes activities that promote the principle of citizenship through cultural activities and activities related to heritage culture and how to preserve it.
The activity and reserve quotas are allocated to general cultural programs linked to heritage.

**Sixth:** Highlighting the teacher's role in self-development to develop his cultural skills:
- Promoting the teacher's scientific and cultural trips with his students.
- Enhancing the teacher's visit with his students, cultural centers and archaeological sites.
- Motivating teachers to practice the cultural role and providing incentives.
- Encouraging teachers to learn about the most important developments in modern cultures.
- Holding workshops for teachers among themselves to exchange cultural information.
- Developing the skill of self-development in research, analysis, investigation and publication of relevant research for sustainable development.

Thus, the fourth question was answered, which came as a text on what are the sources of activating the cultural role of the teacher in the field of sustainable professional development in order to preserve the heritage from the viewpoint of education experts.

**Recommendations:**
1. Disseminating cultural values and preserving the culture and identity of the society is done through education through the teacher, which requires that he have a high level of knowledge of the society’s culture and cultural challenges.
2. Inclusion of the general cultural dimension in teachers’ professional development training.
3. The cultural dimension has been included in the professional development training of teachers in order to preserve the heritage, whether cultural heritage or natural heritage.
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